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From the best-selling author of the Now I'm Reading! series comes a brand new line created to help

both parents and children as they take on the many steps, challenges, and changes that go hand in

hand with little kids becoming bigger kids. With contemporary art and child-friendly stories, these

books provide a fresh approach to growing up. From smelly, wet diapers to clean big kid underwear,

little girls will laugh their way right out of their pants and onto the potty as they master this

momentous milestone.
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This book is fantastic; I highly recommend it. My 2-year old (25 months) daughter isn't particularly

into princesses, but the book is very well written and it became her favorite instantly. We bought

several books to read her on the potty while we potty-train her and she demands this one be read

first and repeatedly. I like reading it to her too.It hits all the right notes: it talks about becoming a big

girl and starting to use the potty and underwear, it goes through the process of what to do, including

hand washing, it gently addresses the issues that arise (nothing happening and accidents), and in

the process it tells a fun story that ends with the girl's happy success in mastering the potty. Most of

the books we've seen are either very basic, with few words, or extremely wordy for a 2-year old.

This book is just right, having a good amount of words while staying interesting the whole way



through. The pictures are great too.

This is a really great potty book for little girls who like princesses! Its cute and I felt like it really

described where we were at (she's 3) with her not liking her wet diapers and thinking about how

everyone else wears underwear. Within 2 days of getting this (along with another princess potty

book and princess potty) she was all trained - but that was just great timing! The books and the new

potty were just that kick she needed to get interested in the potty again (it had been MONTHS!)!

This is a nice book to get your toddler interested in the potty. My daughter would not even sit on the

potty initially. After reading this book a few times she at least will sit on it even though she has not

actually gone just yet. We are not really into the whole princess thing either like other reviewers

have stated but that does not seem to matter. My daughter absolutely loves when we read this to

her. I like that it tells a story and is not too simplistic. For people trying to decide to purchase this

please note that it does mention "Mommy and Daddy" and also a Grandma as main "characters". I

gave this 4 stars instead of 5 because after a few months of use some of the pages have started to

fall out so we had to stick them back in. Other than that the content is great !!

We already had the basics of potty training down, this book helps show using the potty is a fun

experience for big girls. It's an adorable book with simple sentences and great pictures. I like that

the girl in the story recognizes others in her life that use the potty (mom, grandmother, and a friend).

It also describes each step in the potty process, with simple pictures. It's great that it acknowledges

accidents happen, no big deal, remember to go sooner next time. We read this often. Great book.

I got this for my 2 year old daughter after I introduced her to the potty and let her explore it for a

while. This is one of her favorite books! The illustrations are very colorful, realistic, and relatable.

Best of all of course is the content of the book. The story is all about how the little girl's parents bring

her home a potty and she explains step by step how to use it, saying that she hates the wet squishy

feeling of her diaper now. I think it's great that she describes each step, like pulling down her pants,

going pee/poop, wiping, pulling her pants up, and then washing her hands, because it demonstrates

that it's a process to learn to use the potty. I like how the girl explains that everyone uses the potty

and wears underwear, including her mom, grandma, and friend Lulu (illustrations show them).I think

the best thing about the book is that it explains through the girl that it's ok if you try and nothing

happens because you just try again when you feel it coming and that it's ok if you have an



"accident" and wet your pants; I think this is the greatest fear of kids potty training so it puts them at

ease. After a few tries, the girl experiences success and this makes kids realize that it takes time

and practice to learn to use the potty and that it doesn't happen the first time. My daughter loves to

read this book while she's sitting on the potty and the author does a fantastic job of making potty

training seem less scary and making it easy to understand for little girls, plus the princess theme is

really fun for girls. This is by the far the best potty book that I've found and I highly recommend it!!

Amazing book, after trying so many books including youtube videos on how to potty train I was

starting to loose my hope on ever be able to persuade my little one to use the toilet. I was searching

on the  pages for an "ideal" potty when I saw the princess of the potty book, I read the reviews

which were good an decided to buy it along with the potty. But of course with open mind and ready

for another "disappointment" after so many failures and so many dumped potties. To my

amusement this book was the ONE and the only ONE that did the job. After a week of persistent

reading and over dramatisation to my little one I have her doing all her business on the potty. I also

bought along " big girls use the potty book" but she was not very impressed with the story in it

instead, I used it for the praises time, the book has star for rewarding that is what I used after a

good job done on the potty. After dumping so many potties in searching of the ideal potty I realised

that the potty was never a problems but what I needed was a Very persuasive book to go along

witty the potty training itself. I want to thank all the ladies who posted the reviews you could not be

more accurate on your ratting. and the writer for a such great job. xxxxEva NYC
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